feature section:
Greening the data center

A Systems-Level
Approach to
Efficient Data
Center Design
By Fred Stack

The increasing need for high-performance, rack-dense
servers has strained the limits of many data center
cooling systems. Dell-Liebert Energy Smart Solutions
can help organizations overcome these limits, enabling
them to increase performance while maintaining existing
levels of energy use or to provide sufficient cooling for a
maximum-performance infrastructure.
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proper cooling—an inefficient use of space and cooling systems that can limit data center growth.
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At the room level, Emerson Network Power provides variable-capacity cooling systems, such as the

“Emerson Network Power Presents Industry Survey Results That Project 96 Percent of Today’s Data Centers Will Run Out of Capacity by 2011,” by Emerson Network Power, November 16,
2006, www.liebert.com/information_pages/NewsRelease.aspx?id=2386.
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“By taking a systems-level approach

to data center design, these solutions
enable IT managers to provide sufficient
cooling for a maximum-performance
infrastructure or to increase overall
performance without requiring additional energy use.”

for a total of 600 servers in the data
center. Cooling was provided by three
Liebert Deluxe FH740C computer room
air-conditioning units, which used a total
of 86.6 kW of power. Overall, this baseline
environment had a total benchmark performance rating of 27,816,000 bops and
a total power consumption for the servers
and cooling units of 329.6 kW, with a total
facility power consumption of 471 kW.
Next, the test team upgraded the environment to increase computing capacity
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coming up through the floor and helping
eliminate cooling-related density or
capacity limitations. Compared with traditional water-based room cooling systems, Liebert XD systems are designed
to reduce energy requirements when
operating at both full and half load.

Testing Dell-Liebert Energy
Smart Solutions
Advances in server and cooling system
technology can have a major impact on
data center performance and efficiency
when server and infrastructure manufacturers work together to take a true systemslevel approach to data center design. This
philosophy has led to the creation of
Dell-Liebert Energy Smart Solutions.

Figure 1. Dell PowerEdge Energy Smart 1950 servers and energy-efficient Liebert cooling systems provided
increased performance without increased power consumption
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top of the racks to support the increased
rack density, a setup that used a total of
56.2 kW of power for cooling. Overall,
this environment had a total benchmark
performance rating of 96,790,176 bops
and a total power consumption for the
servers and cooling units of 324.6 kW,
with a total facility power consumption
of 464 kW—a 350 percent increase in
performance over the baseline environment while using a comparable amount
of power.
The test team next upgraded the environment further to help maximize processing performance by filling all of the

“IT managers do not need to wait for

complicated control schemes—which may
take years to fully develop—to achieve
significant increases in efficiency and
performance. By taking a systems-level
approach to data center design and
combining multiple technologies
available today, Dell-Liebert Energy
Smart Solutions can help increase both
efficiency and performance.”
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from Tulane University and an M.B.A. from
Southern Methodist University.
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Figure 2. Liebert cooling systems help remove constraints on rack utilization for maximum data center
performance
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Data center solutions from
Emerson Network Power:
dell5.liebert.com
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